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A B S T R A C T

A new dual-modality immunosensor based on molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP) and a nanostructured
biosensing layer has fabricated for the simultaneous detection of two important markers including prostate-
specific antigen (PSA) and myoglobin (Myo) in human serum and urine samples. In the first step, 3,3′-dithio-
dipropionic acid di(N-hydroxysuccinimide ester) (DSP) was self-assembled on a gold screen printed electrode
(SPE). Then, the target proteins were attached covalently to the DSP-SPE. The imprinted cocktail polymer ((MIP
(PSA, Myo)-SPE)) was synthesized at the SPE surface using acrylamide as monomer, N,N′-methylenebisacryla-
mide as a crosslinker, and PSA and Myo as the templates, respectively. The MIP-SPE was specific for the im-
pedimetric sensing of PSA and Myo. After that, a nanocomposite (NCP) was synthesized based on the decorated
magnetite nanoparticles with multi-walled carbon nanotube, graphene oxide and specific antibody for PSA (Ab).
Then, NCP incubated with (MIP(PSA, Myo)-SPE. The modified electrodes and synthesized nanoparticles were
characterized using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, dynamic light scattering, surface plasmon re-
sonance and scanning electron microscopy. The limits of detections were found to be 5.4 pgmL−1 and
0.83 ngmL−1 with the linear dynamic ranges of 0.01–100 and 1–20000 ngmL−1 for PSA and Myo, respectively.
The ability of proposed biosensor to detect PSA and Myo simultaneously with high sensitivity and specificity
offers a powerful opportunity for the new generation of biosensors. This dual-analyte specific receptors-based
device is highly desired for the integration with lab-on-chip kits to measure a wide panel of biomarkers present
at ultralow levels during early stages of diseases progress.

1. Introduction

Prostate-specific antigen (PSA) is a protein that is expressed in high
levels by malignant cells of the prostate gland. High content of PSA in
men's blood is known as a biomarker for prostate cancer or in-
flammation, rising age-dependently above 50. Therefore, PSA level is
practical for tracing the evolution and response of cancer patients to
chemotherapy. PSA test has risen rapidly amongst asymptomatic men
worldwide because its determination offers more benefits over a rectal
exam or transrectal ultrasonography in the screening of prostate can-
cers. In contrast to these methods, PSA results are quantitative and

reliable, as well as the processes are more acceptable to cancer sufferers
[1]. Although PSA is one of the valuable biomarkers in the field of
oncology, its blood concentration increases in other prostate disease
such as benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH). There is no specific normal
or abnormal level of PSA in the blood, and levels may vary over time in
the same man. In the past, PSA levels of 4.0 ngmL−1 and lower was
considered as normal values. Therefore, in PSA level above
4.0 ngmL−1, a prostate biopsy was often recommend to determine
whether prostate cancer was present. However, in some studies prostate
cancer have been reported in cases with PSA levels below 4.0 ngmL−1,
and many men with higher PSA levels did not have prostate cancer [2].
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For myoglobin (Myo), its plasma concentration measured using im-
munoenzymatic sandwich assay has been reported to be in the normal
range of 0–70 ngmL−1. In references, the reported value for normal
range of plasma Myo differs slightly [3–5]. However, Myo has been
shown to increase above the normal range in prostate cancer patients
[6,7].

One strategy to overcome this limitation is to analyze Myo as a
biomarker being co-expressed with PSA in prostate cancer. Myo ex-
pression is significantly associated with steroid hormone signaling and
markers of hypoxia in prostate cancer cases and is of great value as a
biomarker in early stage diagnosis [6,7].

Until now, several analytical techniques have been developed for
determination of PSA and Myo individually. These include chromato-
graphy [8,9], mass spectroscopy [10,11], fluorescence spectroscopy
[12,13], nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy [14,15], white light
reflectance spectroscopy [16,17], capillary electrophoresis [18], che-
miluminescence [19], enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA)
[20,21], electrochemiluminescence [22,23], radioimmunoassay
[24,25], time-resolved immunofluorometric assay [26], surface
plasmon fluorescence immunoassay [27], bioluminescent immunoassay
[28], electrochemical [29], surface-enhanced Raman scattering [24,30]
and microcantilever method [31]. Of these methods, biosensors espe-
cially electrochemical types can offer some advantages in contrast to
the commonly used sensing tools, including simultaneous analysis of
biomarkers, capability of miniaturization, lower cost and simplicity of
analysis [32–34].

Among electrochemical techniques used in biosensors development,
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) has attracted attention
of analytical scientists due to its capability of monitoring electrode
surface changes, allowing the sense of complicated interfacial bio-re-
cognition events. Due to the non-destructive nature of EIS, analysis of
binding events at the electrode surface with study of interfacial electron
transfer leads to the minimum damage on bio-recognition elements and
bio-analytes used in biosensor development, and more reproducible
results can be recorded from the developed biosensor [35].

Screen-printed electrodes (SPE) are innovative strips designed for
working with microvolumes of samples. In this type of electrode,
working, reference and counter electrodes are printed on a polymeric
substrate with a reduced sizes in contrast to conventional electrodes,
showing some advantages such as lower cost, disposability and flex-
ibility of analysis [36,37].

From bio-recognition elements used such as antibody, aptamer,
nucleic acid hybridizing stands, molecularly imprinted polymers
(MIPs), as synthetic receptors, is encouraging an alternative to biomo-
lecules in the construction of biosensors. Such materials are synthesized
in the presence of functional monomers, cross-linker and analyte
(template) by covalent and noncovalent mechanisms [38,39]. The ad-
vantages of MIPs compared to biological counterparts, are their re-
sistance to high temperatures and acidic or basic conditions, ease of
construction, low cost and reusability [40,41].

In this work, we report a novel, low cost, MIP-based biosensor to
detect PSA and Myo in serum and urine samples simultaneously. The
sensing strategy was designed by the combination of a molecularly
imprinted technique and immunoassay method on the disposable SPE
surface. MIP is prepared with methyl acrylate as monomer and ethylene
glycol dimethacrylate as a crosslinker in the presence of PSA and Myo
as templates. Nanocomposite was synthesized based on the Fe3O4 na-
noparticles decorated with multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT),
graphene oxide (GO), MWCNT-GO and specific antibody for PSA (Ab).
The determination process of analytes includes two steps: (1) Imprinted
sensor was exposed to the solutions of PSA and Myo. Then recognition
signal of PSA and Myo on the MIP sensor was detected using electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) technique. (2) In the following
step, the MIP was exposed to synthesized nanocomposite (NCP). After

an immune reaction between MIPs, PSA and the NCP, the im-
munocomplex was formed, and the Rct values were measured. The
signal in the first step is proportional to the PSA and Myo concentration
and the signal in the second step is proportional to the PSA con-
centration. Furthermore, the difference in electrical resistance of two-
step was proportional to the amount of Myo binding. All fabrication
steps of the engineered biosensor are schematically illustrated in
Scheme 1. The developed impedimetric sensor showed a high re-
cognition capability toward PSA and Myo as well as a wide linear range
and a low detection limit under optimized conditions.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Chemicals

Potassium ferrocyanide (K4[Fe(CN)6]), Potassium ferricyanide
(K3[Fe(CN)6]), Potassium hydrogen phosphate (K2HPO4) and
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4) obtained from Merck.
Ammonium persulphate, N, N′-methylenebisacrylamide (NNMBA) and
acrylamide (AAM) purchased from Fluka. Sodium chloride, 3,3′-di-
thiodipropionic acid di(N-hydroxysuccinimide ester) (DSP), potassium
chloride, 3-(Trimethoxysilyl)-propylamine (APTS), Myo ELISA kit, hy-
droquinone, oxalic acid (OxA) and Myo obtained from Sigma.
Monoclonal anti-PSA antibody and PSA obtained from HyTest. PSA
ELISA kit purchased from Abcam. Carboxylate multi-walled carbon
nanotube (MWCNT), magnetite (Fe3O4), graphene oxide (GO) pur-
chased from Us-Nano. All solutions prepared in deionized water.

2.2. Preparation of NCP (Ab-GO-MWCNT-Fe3O4)

The aqueous solution containing Fe3O4 (0.5mgmL−1) and acetic
acid (0.01% v/v) were prepared and APTS solution (0.5% v/v) was
added to this solution. The mixture stirred for 72 h which lead to par-
ticles precipitation. The resulting modified APTS-Fe3O4 particles were
collected using a magnet and then were washed three times with
deionized water. The washed precipitate stored in deionized water.

To activate carboxylic functional groups of MWCNT and GO, the
borate buffer solution (pH 9) containing 20mgmL−1 EDC and
10mgmL−1 NHS was added to solution of 1mgmL−1 MWCNT and GO
under stirring and incubated for 30min at room temperature.

To covalently attach APTS-Fe3O4 nanoparticles with MWCNT and
GO, the activated nanoparticles incubated with APTS-Fe3O4

(0.2mgmL−1) at room temperature and dark overnight. The prepared
MWCNT-GO-Fe3O4 particles were collected using a magnet and then
were washed three times with deionized water to remove excess free
and non-attached GOs and MWCNTs. The product stored in deionized
water.

To covalently attach MWCNT-GO-Fe3O4 nanoparticles with Ab,
MWCNT-GO-Fe3O4 were dispersed in Ab solution at 8 °C and dark
under shaking (60 rpm) for 24 h. The prepared Ab-MWCNT-GO-Fe3O4

nanoparticles transferred to PBS buffer solution (10mmol L−1) con-
taining sodium azide (0.1%) at 4 °C for following applications.

2.3. Architecture of MIP-SPE

All construction steps of developed biosensor are schematically
demonstrated in Scheme 1. DSP monolayer was self-assembled on SPE
by soaking electrodes in the solution of DSP (10mmol L−1) under
stirring at room temperature for 60 h. DSP-SPE were investigated using
ESI, and charge transfer resistance (Rct) values were calculated. The
obtained DSP-SPE was washed with deionized water and then dried via
nitrogen stream.

To form covalent bond on the surface of electrode, DSP-SPE was
reacted with Myo and PSA (ratio: 1:1) and incubated for 24 h. Then
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DSP-SPE surface blocking was carried out by soaking it in 10% w v−1

solution of AAM monomer for 24 h. In the next step, ammonium per-
sulphate (APS) was used to polymerize AAM and NNMBA to form MIP
on the SPE (DSP(PSA, Myo)-SPE) [31]. The imprinting process was
performed using 10mmol L−1 AAM solution (25 μL) and 70mmol L−1

NNMBA (25 μL) in the presence of DSP-SPE. Then 10 μL PBS (pH 7.4)
solution containing 60mmol L−1 of APS was added. The hydroquinone
in ethanol (1% w/v) was used as stop solution. The Myo and PSA
(template Molecules) were washed from MIP(PSA, Myo)-SPE by in-
cubation with OxA (1mol L−1) solution for 12 h. OxA was able to break
peptide bonds, allowing a successful removal of the template molecules
from the imprinted layer [42]. The EIS was used to monitor whole
process.

2.4. EIS analysis

All electrochemical experiments and EIS investigations were carried out
using a CompactStat h 1030 Electrochemical Analyzer (Ivium
Technologies). The Single-use screen-printed gold electrodes were purchase

from Metrohm Co. (Schiedam, Netherland, code: 6.1208.210) comprising a
working electrode (gold, diameter of 4mm) and carbon-based counter
electrode and silver pseudo-reference electrode. The connection of SPE to
the Ivium is provided by a specific homemade connector. The investiga-
tions were carried at ambient temperature by drop-casting a solution
(50 μL) onto the working electrode surface. All EIS experiments, which
were performed within a frequency range of 0.1Hz–100 kHz at the formal
potential of redox couple Fe(CN)64−/3− (0.17V), were recorded in the
solution containing 5mmol L−1 K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6] (1:1) and PBS
(0.1mol L−1, pH 7). The impedance data were represented in the form of a
complex plot (Nyquist plot), and the fitting program of CompactStat h 1030
Electrochemical Analyzer was used to analyze the impedance spectra with
an appropriate equivalent electrical circuit.

2.5. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis

To determine the dynamic diameterof prepared nanoparticles, DLS
investigations were performed using Nanotrac Wave™ (Microtrac). Data
analysis was perform by fitting the data to a polydispersed model using

Scheme 1. Illuatration of the assembly and performance of the developed sensor and immunosensor.
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the Dynamics software version 5.26.

2.6. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis

SEM analysis was carried out to detect morphology of NCP, SPE,
MIP-SPE and NCP-MIP-SPE. Scanning electron microscope model
MIRA3 FEG-SEM Tescan was used and samples were gold plated before
to analysis to avoid charge accumulation.

2.7. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) analysis

SPR analysis were carried out using a Biacore T100 system. To rinse
the gold surface, the chip was first soaked in piranha solution (10mL,
70% H2SO4: 30% H2O2) for 5min followed by washing with amounts of
ethanol and deionized water. Clean chip instead of working electrode
connected to electrochemical analyzer and the polymerization process
was performed the same as see section 2-3. The SPR investigations were
started by injecting the running buffer (10mmol L−1 Tris-HCl,
1 mmol L−1 EDTA, and 1mol L−1 NaCl; pH 7.4) into the system (rate:
30 μLmin−1) until the baseline became stable. One channel was un-
modified MIP-Au chip to provide an additional reference surface; the
other channel on the MIP-Au chip was incubate with PSA (MIP(PSA)-Au
chip) or Myo (MIP(Myo)-Au chip) (30 μL of 5 or 100 ngmL−1 respec-
tively) in 1mol L−1 PBS (pH 7) at a rate of 30 μL min-1. Subsequently,
5 mmol L−1 Tris-HCl buffer containing10mmol L−1 NaCl (pH 7.4) was
introduced to wash out the free, unbound PSA or Myo. Then one

channel was unmodified MIP(PSA)-Au chip to provide an additional
reference surface; the other channel on the MIP(PSA)-Au chip was
modified with NCP solution (NCP-MIP(PSA)-Au chip) at a rate of
30 μLmin−1. Subsequently, 5 mmol L−1 Tris-HCl buffer con-
taining10mmol L−1 NaCl (pH 7.4) was introduced to wash out the free,
unbound NCP. Finally, the SPR data were evaluated using Biacore T100
evaluation software (v. 1.1.1) to calculate the values of the kinetic
parameters Ka and Kd.

2.8. The amount of Ab immobilized on NCP

The amount of Ab immobilized on MWCNT-GO-Fe3O4 (6.2 ng g−1 of
NCP) was measured indirectly using Pierce BCA protein assay kit.

2.9. Assessment of biosensor performance

To evaluate performance of the developed biosensor MIP-SPE was
immersed into solutions of PSA and Myo for 60min at ambient tem-
perature and then rinsed with buffer solution to form MIP(PSA, Myo)-
SPE (Scheme 1). The Rct of MIP-SPE and MIP(PSA, Myo)-SPE were
measured using EIS and the difference in the Rct values between
(ΔRct(1)) MIP-SPE and MIP(PSA, Myo)-SPE were indirectly indicative of
sum of PSA and Myo concentrations.

Next, MIP(PSA, Myo)-SPE were incubated with NCP for 90min at
37 °C, and after being washed with buffer solution. EIS was carried out
to measure Rct values. Difference in the Rct values of MIP(PSA, Myo)-

Fig. 1. (A to G) EIS and SEM analysis for step by step fabrication of impedimetric sensor (NCP, bare SPE, DSP-SPE, DSP(PSA, Myo)-SPE, MIP-SPE, MIP(PSA, Myo)-
SPE, NCP-MIP(PSA, Myo)-SPE respectively). Equivalent circuits obtained by fitting Nyquist plots of (H) the NCP-MIP(PSA, Myo)-SPE and (I) other modified elec-
trodes.
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SPE and NCP-MIP(PSA, Myo)-SPE (ΔRct(2)) were indirectly indicative
of PSA concentrations. Scheme 1 demonstrates the assembly and per-
formance of the proposed biosensor.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization

3.1.1. EIS analysis
EIS is a very robust method that is broadly applied to investigate the

binding of molecules upon a sensor surface. Fig. 1 depicts the Nyquist
plots of bare SPE (curve B), DSP-SPE (curve C), DSP (PSA, Myo)-SPE
(curve D), MIP-SPE (curve E), MIP(PSA, Myo)-SPE (curve F), NCP-MIP
(PSA, Myo)-SPE (curve G). In the Nyquist plot, semicircles diameter
illustrates a faradaic resistance displaying electron transfer resistance
(Rct). Furthermore, at low frequencies, Warburg impedance can be
seen. When DSP was self-assembled on the SPE, Rct value increased
significantly (curve B), revealing the high insulating capability of DSP.
Also, the Rct value raised slightly after the attachment of PSA and Myo
with DSP-SPE in the presence of PSA and Myo, slightly raised (curve C)
representing the increased resistance of the double layer. As can be seen
in curve e, when MIP was formed on the surface of the electrode, leads
to an increase in Rct value. After template removal from the imprinted
polymer using OxA, the Rct value of MIP-SPE was notably declined
(curve D). It seems that the removal of analytes from the MIP cavity,

allows electrons to be easily transferred through the formed cavities at
the surface of the sensor, leading in an improvement of the charge
transfer rate. When the MIP-SPE was incubated with templates (PSA
and Myo), the Rct value remarkably increased, which proved that spe-
cific interaction between analytes and MIP cavities take place.

Subsequently, the interaction of MIP(PSA, Myo)-SPE with NCP
(curve F) decreased the Rct values because of the high conductivity of
GO and MWCNT that they can facilitate the electron transfer through
the sensing layer. Interestingly, two semicircles appeared for NCP-MIP
(PSA, Myo)-SPE, which is probably the result of the poor binding at the
interface between NCP and MIP(PSA, Myo)-SPE. However, only one
semicircle appeared in the Nyquist plot of MIP(PSA, Myo)-SPE. The
semicircle is closely associate with the electron-transfer process and the
electrical conductivity of the sensor material. The two semicircles were
observed because of the partial coating of GO surface by oxygen-con-
taining functional groups and show that the two different steps of the
reaction take place in the electron transfer process [43,44]. Fig. 1 (H
and I) indicates the equivalent circuits used to fit the EIS spectra. In the
equivalent circuit, Rs is the resistance of the solution. The Rct and C
represent the resistance of the charge transfer and the double layer

Fig. 2. DLS characterization of (A) Fe3O4, (B) APTS-Fe3O4 and (C) NCP.

Fig. 3. The prepared Fe3O4 (A and B), APTS-Fe3O4 (C and D) and NCP (E and
F), before (A, C and E) and after (B, D and F) magnet separation.
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capacitance at the electrodes respectively, and W is the Warburg im-
pedance. The calculated values of Rs, Rct, C and W were listed in Table
S1.

3.1.2. SEM analysis
To characterize surface features of NCP, SPE, MIP-SPE, and NCP-

MIP-SPE, SEM analysis was performed. SEM image of the synthesized
NCP is represented in Fig. 1, Panel A. The results indicates the presence
of MWCNT, GO, and Fe3O4 nanoparticles. Fe3O4 can be distributed on
the MWCNT and GO surface and/or placed inside MWCNT and GO
structure. Panel B shows a SEM image of bare SPE with smooth sur-
faces. Panel E illustrates a SEM image of MIP-SPE with a dense, scaly,
and porous surface appeared, which was distributed homogeneously on

the surface of SPE. As can be seen in Panel G, NCPs are successfully
attached to the MIP-SPE. This binding can be the result of an immune
reaction between antibody conjugated NCP and PSA.

3.1.3. DLS analysis
As can be seen in Fig. 2, evaluation of size distribution demonstrated

the mean diameters of Fe3O4 (Panel A) and Fe3O4 modified with 3-
(Trimethoxysilyl)-propylamine (APTS) (Panel B) were 27 and 30 nm,
respectively. These results display that the Fe3O4 and APTS-Fe3O4 have
a similar size distribution. Modification of the APTS-Fe3O4 using
MWCNT, GO and Ab (Panel C), leads to the slightly increase in the
mean diameters and appearance of two size distribution with the mean
center of 75 nm and 6.8 μm related to length and diameters of NCP.

Table 1
The SPR fitting data results.

Binding site Ligand Ka (M −1 s−1) Kd (s−1) KD (M) KA (M−1)

MIP-SPE PSA 1.01× 104 3.59× 10−5 3.55× 10−9 2.82× 108

MIP-SPE Myo 2.54× 104 2.35× 10−5 9.25× 10−10 1.08× 109

MIP(PSA)-SPE NCP 3.23× 104 3.87× 10−6 1.20× 10−10 8.33× 109

Fig. 4. EIS analysis results performed on DSP(PSA, Myo)-SPE during polymerization of MIP before (A) and after (B) incubation with OxA for different time points (0,
10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60min (a–g)). (C) The corresponding ΔRct results. EIS results from the study on temperature optimization for the interaction of (D) PSA and (E)
Myo with MIP-SPE at incubation temperatures 8, 25, 37 and 40 °C (a–d) in present of 4.5 ngmL−1 PSA and 250 ngmL−1 Myo. (F) Rct values from the study on
temperature optimization for the interaction of templates (PSA and MYO) with MIP-SPE. EIS results from the study on time optimization for the interaction of (G) PSA
and (H) Myo with MIP-SPE at incubation time 0, 15, 30, 45, 60 and 75min (a–e) in present of 4.5 ngmL−1 PSA and 250 ngmL−1 Myo. (I) Rct values from the study on
time optimization for the interaction of templates (PSA and MYO) with MIP-SPE.
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To further investigate the quality of synthesized Nanomaterials,
they were dispersed in the water, and the effect of external magnetic
field on the solutions was investigated. Fig. 3 (Panel A), represents the
solution obtained after the dispersion of Fe3O4 nanoparticles in water.
Panel B indicates that the separation of nanoparticles can be achieved
by an external magnetic field. When APTS modified the Fe3O4, Panel C,
showed better dispersibility and can be recovered using the external
magnetic field (Panel D). Furthermore, NCP was dispersed in water,
resulting in a black dispersion Fig. 3 (Panel E). Then a magnet was
placed near the vessel to collect the nanoparticles within about 3min,
the nanoparticles were completely collect to the cuvette wall, and the
dispersion turns to the clear and transparent solution. The results
showed that Fe3O4 nanoparticles decorated with MWCNT-GO and the
obtained composite mantained the stability and magnetic properties a
long time.

3.1.4. SPR analysis
To evaluate the binding affinity of MIP toward an analytical sample

(PSA and Myo) and affinity between PSA and NCP, the kinetic function
of an SPR spectrometer used to calculate the binding parameters. The
resulting data (Table 1) was fitted to a simple bimolecular model, and
the ka (association) and kd (dissociation) were obtained. The dissocia-
tion constant (KD) and the association constant (KA) were determined
based on the ratio kd/ka and ka/kd respectively. The results showed that
affinity MIP to Myo is higher than PSA and affinity between PSA and
NCP is higher than that of PSA and MIP.

3.2. Optimization of the experimental parameters

3.2.1. Self-assembly of DSP on SPE
Self-assembly of organic functional groups is a very versatile route

for the construction of films with high stability and organization on the
solid electrodes [43,45]. The sulfhydryl group in the DSP structure
offers a helpful tool for the binding of proteins to the surface of the gold
electrodes. Furthermore, there is an ester group in the DSP structure
which can bind to thiol or amine containing agents. To form the first
layer on the electrode, the DSP was self-assembled on the SPE, and the
peak density of DSP was tested using EIS to monitor the process com-
pletion. Fig. S1 represents the results of EIS analysis obtained during the
self-assembly of DSP on the SPE at different incubation times.

The results showed that the Rct value increased with incubation time
up to 60 h, and then remained constant revealed that surface of SPE
completely covered by self-assembled DSP. More investigations with
the fitting of electrochemical impedance spectra proved that the elec-
trode surface was anchored uniformly with DSP.

3.2.2. The optimum time for assembling of PSA and Myo on DSP-SPE
To fabricate the second layer of the sensing platform, PSA and Myo

were allowed to covalently attach on the DSP-SPE, and EIS investigated
the completion of the process. The influence of incubation time on the
EIS signal was also studied. As can be seen from Fig. S2, as the in-
cubation time increased up to 24 h, the Rct increased. For longer in-
cubation time, Rct reached to the constant value. More investigation

Fig. 5. (A) EIS results for different concentrations of PSA (0.01–100 ngmL−1) using MIP(PSA)-SPE and NCP-MIP(PSA)-SPE (B) Calibration curve of the PSA analysis
using MIP(PSA)-SPE and NCP-MIP(PSA)-SPE (C) EIS results for different concentrations of Myo (1–20000 ngmL−1) using MIP(Myo)-SPE (D) Calibration curve of the
Myo analysis.
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with the fitting of electrochemical impedance spectra showed that the
DSP-SPE surface was covered uniformly with PSA and Myo.

3.2.3. Engineering the thickness of polymerized MIP
The influence of the imprinted polymer thickness on the response of

the sensor was studied. Fig. 4 (Panel A–C) illustrates EIS analysis results
obtained during polymerization of MIP on the DSP(PSA, Myo)-SPE
before and after incubation with OxA. The polymerization was stopped
at different time intervals by adding stop solution that leads to the
formation of MIP with different width. As can be seen, the continuous
growth of the thickness of MIP causes an increase in the Rct value, and
the best result obtained when the polymerization process was allowed
to proceed for 40min. Therefore, the optimum time of polymerization
was chosen as 40min it seems that the effective interaction between
analytes and the solution take place in this thickness and more rise in
polymerization time can mask the templates surface and notably in-
crease Rct.

3.2.4. Temperature and time optimization for the interaction of templates
with MIP-SPE

EIS methods were applied to investigate the complexation between
templates (PSA and Myo) and MIP-SPE at five different temperatures.
As shown in Fig. 4 (D-F) an increase in temperature cause rise in Rct,
reaching its highest value at 25 °C, revealing that maximum binding of
templates to the MIP cavities take place at this temperature. However,
at the higher temperature, a remarkable decline in Rct was observed,
suggesting that, the elevated temperature may affect the interaction of
MIP and templates. Therefore, the optimized temperature was chosen
as 25 °C.

Furthermore, the effect of incubation time of MIP-SPE with analytes
on the EIS responses was evaluated. It is found that (Fig. 4 (G-I)), the
optimal incubation time is 60min and it was chosen for the subsequent
experiment.

3.2.5. Temperature and time optimization for the interaction of NCP with
MIP(PSA)-SPE

To examine the effect of incubation temperature on the EIS response
of the MIP(PSA)-SPE, the imprinted sensor was incubated with NCP at
five different temperatures. As shown in Fig. S3, the ΔRct value in-
creased with the increasing temperatures and reached a maximum at
37 °C. However, when raising the temperature from 37 °C to 45 °C, the
ΔRct significantly declined. This is presumably due to decreasing Anti-
body stability with increasing temperature. So the incubation tem-
perature of 37 °C was chosen as the optimal temperatures in the ex-
periment.

The influence of incubation time with NCP from 0 to 150min was
studied (Fig. S4). The results showed that the MIP(PSA)-SPE response
surged as the incubation time increased from 0 to 90 and no significant
change was observed from 90 to 150min, proving that nearly all
binding sites on MIP(PSA)-SPE were covered. Therefore, an incubation
time of 90min was used in the following experiment.

3.3. Analytical application

3.3.1. Calibration curve and LOD
Fig. 5 (A, B) illustrates the EIS and ΔRct results of different con-

centrations of PSA using MIP(PSA)-SPE and NCP-MIP(PSA)-SPE. The
obtained signals were found to be linear in the ranges of
0.01–100 ngmL−1 with LOD of 5.4 pgmL−1 for PSA with the linear
regression equations of ΔRct(1) = 355.42[PSA]+0.608 (R2=0.9902
(n= 3)) and ΔRct(2) = 151.7[PSA]+0.479 (R2=0.9915 (n= 3))
using MIP(PSA)-SPE and NCP-MIP(PSA)-SPE respectively.

Fig. 5 (C and D) represents the EIS and ΔRct results of different
concentrations of Myo using MIP(Myo)-SPE. The linear range of the
calibration curve is obtained from 1 to 20000 ngmL−1 with a LOD of
830 pgmL−1 for Myo with the linear regression equations of
ΔRct(3) = 6.0168[Myo]+0.464 (R2=0.9929 (n=3)) using MIP
(Myo)-SPE.

Table 2
Comparison of the proposed method with previously published electrochemical methods used for detection of PSA and Myo.

WE Analyte Modifiers LOD (pg mL−1) LOQ (ng mL−1) Technic Ref.

AuE PSA Apt-MIP 1 0.1–100 EIS [46]
GCE Au@Pt NCs-Ab 18 0.1–50 DPV [47]
PGE PANI-AuNPs-PNT-Ab1-Ab2-HRP 680 1–100 A [29]
AuE DNA-AgNPs-Apt 0.11 0.001–160 LSV [48]
AuE GRP-PS67-b-PAA27 0.04 0.0001–100 EIS [49]
AuE MSTF-Apt 280 1–300 DPV [50]
SPE AuNPs 100 1–10 LSV [51]
SPE AuNPs-Apt-Au@Fe3O4NPs-MB 0.0223 0.0001–10 SWV [52]
GCE Ag@MSN-GS@FCA 2 0.01–10 A [53]
PtME SWCNTs-Ab 250 DPV [54]
AuE Ab1-Ab2-SiNPs-ALP 760 1–35 LSV [55]
AuE Ab1-Ab2-ALP@LP 7 0.01–100 LSV [56]
SPE Fe3O4-Act-Ab1-Ab2-Ab3-HRP <100 0–1 A [57]
SPE Ab1-Ab2-CdQDs 200 0.5–80 SWV [58]
GCE Ag@MSN-Ab 15 0.05–50 A [59]
SPE Ab-MWCNT-GO-Fe3O4-MIP 5.4 0.01–100 EIS This work
GCE Myo Apt-AuNps-RGD-GR 26.3 ngmL−1 100–200000 DPV [60]
SPE MIP(IL)-MWCNT 9.7 nmol L−1 0.06–6 μmol L−1 DPV [61]
SPE TCPP-GR-AuNPs 6.7 pmol L−1 0.02–770 nmol L−1 DPV [62]
SPE MIP 3.3 nmol L−1 1nM-1 μmol L−1 DPV [63]
SPE Apt 27 pmol L−1 0.1–40 nmol L−1 DPV [64]
SPE MIP 830 1–20000 EIS This work

A: amperometry Ab: antibody, ACT: alpha 1-antichymotrypsin, AgNPs: silver nanoparticles, Ag@MSN: silver hybridized mesoporous silica nanoparticles, ALP:
alkaline phosphatase, Apt: aptamer, AuE: gold electrode, AuNPs: gold nanoparticles, Au@Pt NCs: bimetallic core-shell Au@Pt nanocrystals, CdQDs: cadmium
quantum dots, DPV: differential pulse voltammetry, EIS: electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, GCE: glassy carbon electrode, GO: graphene oxid, GR: grapheme,
GRP: graphene nanoplatelets, GS@FCA: graphene sheet-ferrocenecarboxaldehyde composite, HRP: horseradish peroxidase, IL: ionic liquid, LP: liposome, LSV:
linear sweep voltammetry, MB: methylene blue, MIP: molecularly imprinted polymer, MSTF: mesoporous silica thin film, MWCNT: multi-walled carbon nanotubes
PANI: polyaniline, PGE: pencil graphite electrode, PNT: peptide nanotube composite, SPE: screen printed electrode, PS67-b-PAA27: diblock co-polymer, PtME: Pt
microelectrode, RGD: arginine-glycine-aspartic, SiNPs: silica nanoparticles, SWNTs: single-walled carbon nanotubes, SWV: Square-Wave Voltammetry, TCPP:meso-
tetra (4-carboxyphenyl) porphyrin.
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In comparison to reported PSA and Myo sensors/biosensors, are
shown in Table 2, developed immunosensor exhibits some superiorities
regarding sensitivity, selectivity, reproducibility, and LOD over other
PSA and Myo biosensors.

Also, determination of PSA and Myo concentration in the presence
of each other were investigated. To this end, first, we determined the

original content of PSA in the sample by the standard addition method
using MIP(PSA, Myo)-SPE and NCP-MIP(PSA, Myo)-SPE. The con-
centration of PSA ([PSA]) was determined using a value of ΔRct(2) by
NCP-MIP(PSA)-SPE with the linear regression equations of
ΔRct(2) = 151.7[PSA]+0.479. Then ΔRct(3) for Myo was calculated
using MIP(PSA, Myo)-SPE and ΔRct(1) by linear regression equations of

Fig. 6. Standard addition of PSA to the solution containing PSA. EIS results for standard addition of different concentrations of PSA (0 (a), 5 (b, f), 10 (c, g), 15 (d, h)
and 20 ngmL−1 (e, I) using (A) MIP-SPE (C) NCP-MIP-SPE. Correspond calibration curve of (B) MIP-SPE (D) NCP-MIP-SPE. Standard addition of PSA for a solution
containing Myo. EIS results for standard addition of different concentrations of PSA (0 (a, b, F), 5 (c, g), 10 (d, h) and 15 ngmL−1 (e, I) in the absent (a) and present
(b-I) of 100 ngmL−1 Myo using (E) MIP-SPE (G) NCP-MIP-SPE. Correspond calibration curve of (F) MIP-SPE (H) NCP-MIP-SPE. Standard addition of PSA for a
solution containing PSA and Myo. EIS results for standard addition of different concentrations of PSA (0 (a), 5 (b, f), 10 (c, g), 15 (d, h) and 20 ngmL−1 (e, I) in the
absent (a) and present (b-I) of 100 ngmL−1 Myo using (I) MIP-SPE (K) NCP-MIP-SPE. Correspond calibration curve of (J) MIP-SPE (L) NCP-MIP-SPE.

Fig. 7. Interference study for the sensor and immunosensor. The ΔRct of the MIP-SPE (a) and the NCP-MIP-SPE (b) for 10 ngmL−1 PSA and 450 ngmL−1 Myo in the
presence of 6000 ngmL−1, EGFR, VEGF, COR, NSE, PSA, HTR, HAS, BSA, AgTR and AgCE.
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ΔRct(3)=ΔRct(1)-(355.42[PSA]+0.608). Finally, the concentration of
Myo ([Myo]) was determined using the value of ΔRct(3) and linear
regression equations of ΔRct(3) = 6.0168[Myo]+0.464. The cross-ef-
fect of PSA and Myo on the calibration curves was investigated, and the
results showed that there are no significant differences between slopes
of the calibration curves (Fig. 6 and Table S2).

3.3.2. Interference study
To evaluate the selectivity of the MIP, different biomarkers such as

bovine serum albumin (BSA), cortisol (COR), epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR), carcinoembryonic antigen (AgCE), thrombin antigen
(AgTA), human thrombin (HTR), vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF), human albumin serum (HAS) and neuron-specific enolase
(NSE) were used and comparison of performance of the proposed im-
pedimetric immunosensor for determination of analytes and above-
mentioned biomarkers was performed. Fig. 7 depicts the results of EIS
investigation of the developed MIP-SPE in the presence of potential
interferences. The calculated ΔRct values of the MIP-SPE and NCP-MIP-
SPE in the solution of biomarkers were lower than those of PSA and
Myo (p < 0.06). The calculated ΔRct values of NCP-MIP-SPE in the
solution of biomarkers were lower than those of PSA (p < 0.04). The
obtained results confirmed that the fabricated MIP has highly specific
binding capacity to target analytes and fabricated NCP has highly
specific binding capacity to PSA.

3.3.3. Real sample analysis
To assess the analytical efficiency of developed immunosensor, de-

termination of PSA and Myo concentration in serum and urine samples
was performed. As can be seen in Table 3, the results obtained from
developed impedimetric immunosensor and ELISA are in good agree-
ment without significant difference (p < 0.05). Furthermore, it should
be noted that selectivity and sensitivity of the proposed method were
not notably affected be other proteins present in the serum or urine
samples.

3.3.4. Accuracy, reproducibility, stability, and regeneration of the sensor
and immunosensor

In the repeated PSA or Myo analysis using the engineered sensor,
the MIP-SPE and NCP-MIP-SPE can remain completely stable in the next
PSA or Myo determination. Relative standard deviation (RSD) of this
regeneration was found to be about 4.2 and 3.9 (n=5) for PSA and
Myo analysis respectively using MIP-SPE and 5.1 (n=5) for PSA using
NCP-MIP-SPE. Moreover, reproducibility of sensor and immunosensor
construction process were studied through the examination of MIP or
NCP modified electrodes prepared independently. Inter-assay precision
was found to be less than 4.9 and 5% for MIP-SPE and NCP-MIP-SPE
respectively. The stability of the sensor and immunosensor were in-
vestigated during 45 days by coefficient variation percentage (CV %). In

addition, the engineered MIP-SPE was highly stable during 30 days
after preparation with CV% less than 4.8%. After 45 days, CV% of
measurements was less than 6%. The engineered NCP was found to be
extremely stable during 30 days post-fabrication with CV% less than
5.2%. After 45 days, CV% of measurements was less than 6.8%. All the
obtained results on reproducibility, stability, and regeneration con-
firmed that the sensor and immunosensor engineering method as a
sound sensing approach for detection of Myo and PSA in biological
samples.

4. Conclusion

In this work, we described a novel impedimetric sensor and im-
munosensor for the dual detection of PSA and Myo using MIP-SPE and
NCP-MIP-SPE. The polymer modified electrode (MIP-SPE) is highly
sensitive for PSA and Myo. Engineered NCP provides high conductivity
as the sensing interface, which could be sensitive for PSA. The sensor
and immunosensor exhibited reasonable sensitivity, selectivity, and
stability. An LDR 0.01–100 pgmL−1 and from 1 to 20000 pg mL-1 were
achieved for PSA and Myo respectively. The LOD was as low as
5.4 pgmL−1 and 0.83 ngmL−1 for PSA and Myo respectively. The im-
munosensor could be used for the detection of PSA and Myo in real
samples.
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